IN place

real WARNING signal many cars
nowadays come equipped with feeble "SQUAWKERS." They are about as ineffective in GETTING
THEMSELVES HEARD as old-fashioned bulb horns
used to be. You know.you who have these squawkers on your cars. You know how they act in crowded
streets, in noisy traffic. You know how much of the
road they get in the country.
Take a ride with a man who has a KLAXON.
Notice the difference. See how you get the right of
way.how the Klaxon CARRIES, how it gives walk¬
of
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ahead (and they are good souls after all) plenty
of time to get out of the way without jumping.
but how they always DO get out of the way!
See how it GETS ITSELF HEARD in the
country.half a mile ahead of your coming. You
don't have to slow down, shift gears, waste gas and
WAIT for the wagon or car ahead to turn out. They
have already TURNED OUT when you get there!
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A Real

And feel the SAFETY of it. Around sharp
turns, over steep hills you KNOW the Klaxon has
been heard.and that your share of the road is ready
and waiting for you.
Then.think it over. What is four or six or
twelve or even twenty dollars against the discom¬
fort, the slow-downs, the gas-waste, the anxiety, the
actual DANGER of a feeble, ineffective signal!
Get a KLAXON.and RIDE IN PEACE!
You can always TELL a Klaxon by its unfailing
WARNING POWER and by this name-plate::
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."the sign of a perfect signal"

Signal for Manufacturers

The Williams Hardware Co.
Wholesale Distributors
Wholesale Hardware

CLARKSBURG, W. VA.
A Few of the 24 Klaxon Models:.
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